1. Round 0 (Early Round) First simulation

The first simulation is due today Thursday 18 November

You must therefore:

- submit your offer request and log off the VTAC system by no later than 12.00 noon on Thursday 18 November (your CAM may have advised of an earlier time)
- submit a quota request only, or a quota and rank request (if you have undertaken sufficient ranking) do not submit a rank request only
- indicate YES for simulation status
- do not log back into the VTAC system until 4.00 pm

Note: If your program participates in a round, you are required to participate in ALL simulations for that Round. Please do not indicate SATISFIED until the final simulation for a round. Offer requests will be rest to zero for all simulations, other than the final simulation in a round.

2. Round 0 (Early Round) Simulation output

The first simulation Early Round output reports and updated applicant offer status will be available on Omega after 8.00 pm Thursday 18 November 2010. Once you have reviewed the output, you will need to access your offer work lists and make any necessary adjustments in preparation for the second simulation which will take place on Monday 22 November 2010.

3. LaTrobe GPA’s

Please be aware that the values used to calculate LaTrobe GPA’s were erroneous in some cases. All LaTrobe GPA’s have been updated and if a change in the GPA calculation resulted, the applicant will have an amendment dated Nov 17th or 18th.

Please contact your College Admissions Manager should you have any questions.